Major resources are now available to develop tools and technologies aimed at dissecting the circuitry and computations underlying behavior, unraveling the underpinnings of brain disorders, and understanding the neural substrates of cognition. Scientists from around the world shared their views around new tools and technologies to drive advances in neuroscience.
Optogenetic and chemogenetic tools such as opsins and DREADDs have empowered systems neuroscientists. Their use is currently limited by available methods for selective genetic expression. One can use physical methods (e.g., viral injection) or known molecular characteristics of neurons (e.g., GABA enzyme expression) to restrict opsin expression to subsets of neurons. Because our knowledge in this area is limited, typical experiments target opsins to large swaths of brain tissue instead of single neurons or single circuits. The resulting information obtained from such perturbation experiments is, by necessity, coarse. To fully leverage the power of optogenetic and chemogenetic tools, we need genetics innovations to target ever more precise ensembles of neurons. Such innovations could be developed based on a deeper understanding of the molecular characteristics and differences between neurons. Or we could develop tools to restrict expression to neurons that exhibit certain activity characteristics, rather than molecular characteristics, during behaviors that interest us (like existing ''memory trace'' tools, but with temporal resolution on the order of seconds rather than hours to days). Another frontier is for optogenetic or chemogenetic tools that target specific synapses rather than entire neurons. Manipulating single synapses or distinct subsets of synapses (within awake, behaving animals), based on their unique molecular characteristics-or, even better, activity characteristics-could be powerful for dissecting the circuitry and computation underlying behaviors of interest.
Train for the BRAIN (Initiative)

Rosalind Segal
Professor of Neurobiology, Director, Harvard PhD Program in Neuroscience Neuroscience examines how the brain functions using approaches that span from the nanoscale to the macroscale in space and time. The BRAIN initiative will develop technologies to enhance diverse investigative approaches to neural circuitry. Appropriate educational approaches must enable future neuroscientists to incorporate new technologies into their diverse research programs, so they can ask and answer the most important questions. Our goal in training must be to educate neuroscientists so they can work together to identify questions, develop tools, use the optimal tools in a reliable and reproducible fashion, and rapidly communicate results. Education should equip everyone with a shared base of knowledge and skills, and also allow each person to achieve proficiency in a specific area. While it is difficult to specify essential shared skills and knowledge, future neuroscientists must be able to address the properties that enable cellular excitability and synaptic physiology, the mechanisms by which cells and circuits develop, and the properties and functions of specialized circuits. Individual scientists may formulate questions by delving into large datasets, treating patients, and/or using chemistry, genetics, imaging, or engineering. These individuals must have a shared understanding and vocabulary so they can collaborate productively. The BRAIN Initiative proposes widespread dissemination of new tools and technologies; success requires that neuroscientists be trained to understand and rapidly incorporate diverse new approaches into wide-ranging research programs.
Understanding the Brain as a Whole
Matteo Carandini
UCL Institute of Ophthalmology, University College London
Neuroscience has revealed a great deal about different brain regions and their neurons and circuits, but has not yet explained how the brain operates as a whole to drive cognition and behavior. To do so, we must measure-and make sense of-the joint activity of vast neuronal populations distributed across brain regions. Historically, the main obstacle has been technical: recording methods could either resolve the activity of individual neurons or monitor multiple brain regions. We can now overcome this difficulty with technologies that record from thousands of cells simultaneously across brain regions. These include the Neuropixels probes announced at this year's Society for Neuroscience meeting, and others that will emerge from efforts such as the BRAIN Initiative. The remaining obstacle is cultural, and lies in our parochial ways. Laboratories that study behavior do so using different tasks, recording from different neurons, in different brain regions, in different animals, in different species. Such disparate observations can neither be pooled nor compared. One solution is to get multiple laboratories to focus on a set of standardized tasks-in highly controlled conditions such as virtual reality-and focus on the mouse, with its arsenal of genetic tools and databases. Such standardization would make it fruitful to pool and share the resulting data. The brain may be too complicated for any one laboratory. By coordinating our efforts, we have a stronger chance of revealing how a myriad of neurons across the brain work together to drive cognition and behavior.
Networks of Scientists
Valentina Emiliani
Neurophotonics Laboratory, CNRS Neuroscience has made extraordinary progress toward understanding the causal relationships between neural circuit activity and function thanks to an ever-growing toolbox of optogenetics reporters and actuators. This ongoing revolution has spawned the development of technologies. True advances in the comprehension of brain complexity can only been accomplished if a large interdisciplinary community works in close synergy and substantial funding is dedicated to technological development. The U.S. BRAIN Initiative has provided large-scale funding and promoted interdisciplinary collaboration and dissemination of knowledge. New challenges such as reaching in-depth and non-invasive brain control or achieving all-optical brain interrogation at cellular resolution will require input from researchers on technologies such as laser development, nanoscience, light control in scattering media, metasurface fabrications, and thermal imaging, to name a few. The often-geographical separation among neuroscientists, physicists, chemists, and engineers makes mutual interaction a challenge. There exists a cultural misconception of hard scientists who join neuroscience as strictly tool developers. The creation of true interdisciplinary institutes that recognize the ''craft'' of the tool developer will facilitate the removal of these barriers for a mutual gain. Neuroscientists will have quick access to complex and sophisticated technologies while hard scientists will be able to guide their discoveries toward the fascinating prospective of understanding the complexity of brain functioning. The development of genetically encoded tools for manipulating and recording neural activity has transformed neuroscience. Fueled by the discovery and biophysical understanding of microbial rhodopsins, optogenetic technology has facilitated the functional dissection of neural circuits at unprecedented resolution. Genetically encoded sensors of neural activity now allow a crucial complementary approach for activity readout from genetically defined neuronal populations. Combined use of these two toolsets has become indispensable for understanding the complex dynamics of neural systems. The neuroscience community has adopted the optogenetic toolbox with enthusiasm, and many major discoveries have resulted. Rigorous practitioners in the field know that optogenetic actuators and genetically encoded reporters are in essence biological machines, each with its own kinetic, spectral, and dynamical properties that together dictate a set of constraints that should be considered when designing experiments and evaluating their results. As the community harnesses the power of this technology, it should continue to map out these constraints through detailed analysis of the tools and their impact on the neural system. The success of nation-wide and international brain initiatives will rely on the integration of knowledge gained through the application of these technologies by multiple laboratories. Careful application, along with open sharing of reagents and protocols, will enhance reproducibility and allow the integration of knowledge into a fundamental leap in understanding the brain.
Opportunities for Understanding Brain Function
Botond Roska
Neural Circuits Laboratory, Friedrich Miescher Institute and Faculty of Medicine, University of Basel Major resources are available to develop biological and computational tools and animal models of disease for neuroscience. How will this impact our understanding of brain function and our ability to treat brain diseases? Our intuition about important brain functionsemotion, attention, decision-often originates from observing ourselves. Many neuroscientists are interested in understanding the circuits that mediate these self-observed processes. While some circuits are conserved across humans and frequently used animal models, others are not. Therefore, understanding how circuits represent the outside world and drive behavior in non-human primates, the closest species to humans, is of major importance. Genetic perturbation projects in primates are on their way and are important starting points. But we also need new ways to record activity from large brains, manipulate cell types, describe connectivity, and gain large amounts of information from few brains. For recordings, we need imaging technologies that allow whole-brain recording of activity in awake animals and that are not too expensive. At the cellular scale, we need imaging technologies that can record the spiking activity from thousands or tens of thousands of neurons simultaneously. For manipulating cell types, we need cell-type-specific targeting of viruses, since access to transgenic primates will be limited. For connectivity studies, multiplexing will be the key. These primate-brain technologies will not only teach us about brain function but will also be starting points for cell-type-specific repair in humans. Janelia Research Campus, Howard Hughes Medical Institute In the past ten years, private and public entities such as Howard Hughes Medical Institute and the U.S. BRAIN Initiative have provided excellent research environments and funding mechanisms for sustained interdisciplinary efforts to accelerate technology development for neuroscience. As a result, many molecular, engineering, and computational tools have emerged and promise to fundamentally change how we study the brain. Challenges in disseminating these tools into neurobiology laboratories have also become apparent. In particular, while molecular tools do not require extensive expertise or money to disseminate, the deployment of new imaging or analysis methods often requires human or financial resources beyond the reach of typical biology laboratories. Furthermore, initial validations of these methods are usually carried out by technical experts, leaving doubts as to whether they can be routinely applied by nonexperts to their specific experimental systems. Janelia's Visiting Scientist Program and Advanced Imaging Center provide opportunities for external researchers to work side by side with technologists to make use of and rigorously test the innovative technologies developed at Janelia. Likewise, the BRAIN Initiative's funding for technology dissemination and training provides the financial support for biological discoveries enabled by novel technology. Expanding the scale of such efforts is essential if these technologies are to reach their full potential of revolutionizing neurobiological research. The explosion of new technology for mapping, measuring, and manipulating neuronal activity promises fundamental insights into our understanding of brain function, with potentially important implications for diagnosis and treatment of mental disorders. Global support for the development of these technologies is generally aligned with that of leading public and private U.S. programs such as the BRAIN Initiative and the Allen Institute for Brain Sciences. What these programs have lacked is support for the automated, quantitative, and objective measurement of behavior in diverse experimental organisms. Control of behavior is fundamental to what brains do. Without the ability to measure it, with a level of spatial and temporal resolution commensurate with that used to measure neural circuit activity, it will be difficult to know whether the codes, algorithms, and representations that neuroscientists can extract mathematically from patterns of neuronal activity are actually extracted by the brain. Advances in machine vision and machine learning are creating exciting opportunities, at the interface of computer science and biology, to develop standardized, robust, and broadly applicable methods for measuring behavior and integrating those measurements into platforms for large-scale recording of neuronal activity. To attract talented researchers to this emerging interdisciplinary area and develop its potential, it is crucial that the global community of agencies supporting brain research highlight this field as a vital complement to other technologies and provide comparable resources to allow it to flourish.
Advancing Behavioral Measurements
